
magnetic bike poetry is a bike adventure taking place in winnipeg 
during the day on august 27.
participants will receive a booklet giving a hint to a location which 
they must decipher. each location will have another clue that points to 
the next.
a $5 donation is requested. funds collected will go toward the bike 
dump and legal fees for those arrested at the critical mass rides in may.
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contribute!
you have an opportunity to contribute to the event! participant-submitted locations will be used to make the event 
collaborative. for more information or to submit a locale, visit the web page below.
no bike?
booklets whose locales span a smaller area will be available for those using other means of transport.
register
to ensure all who attend get a booklet, participants must register in advance at the web site below.

http://events.chromatin.ca/mbp/
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